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Millions of dollars paid to 
autoplan agents could have 
remained with 1CBC had motor-
ists applied for their insurance 
at a motor vehicle branch office. 
Why? 
"Deliberate mismanagement 
of public affairs is what it is, .. 
charged Fred Marshall of Sur-
rey. a member of the Social 
Credit Party. 
Marshall called it a direct 
government "handout". In 1975 
the total commissions paid to 
autoplan agents was 18 million. 
In 1976 it was 27 million. 
Marshall said. "It was an 
increase averaging 80 per cent 
to possibly 100 per cent in 
agents' fees. at the same time 
wage earners' demands and 
settlements were subject to the 
guidelines of the Anti-Inflation 
Board. 
"ICBC budgeted a figure of 
21 million for commissions and 
at the same time thousands 
dropped insurance." he said. 
B.R. Penha\1. public relations 
representative for ICBC. said 
that figures show an increase of 
1,000 more cars being insured in 
1976 over 1975. He said he did 
not know the breakdown of how 
many had taken out basic or 
extended coverage. 
In 1976. insurance premiums 
rose 139 per cent over the 1975 
rates. To cut costs. agents' 
commissions on basic liability 
were dropped from a 1975 rate 
of seven per cent to five per 
cent. Extended coverage (colli-
sion) remained the same, at ten 
per cent for commission. 
"This reduced rate of com-
mission served only as a blind,'' 
said Marshall. 
"Although the commission 
rates for basic coverage were 
lowered. the fact that the pre-
mium rose 139 per cent gave the 
agents an increase of 70 per cent 
on the average." he said. 
"for extended coverage. the 
commission paid to agents re-
mained the same. If the pre-
miums went up 130 per cent and 
the commissioned rates were 10 
per cent, that equals an increase 
of 139 per cent for the agent," 
he added. 
"There is no doubt many 
people dropped collision. The 
proof is there--the agents' com-
missions did not double (it went 
from 18 to 27 million)." said 
former NDP MLA Ernie Hall, an 
insurance agent. 
Hall, former provincial sec-
retary and at the time on the 
board of directors of ICBC, 
called it a "handout", and said 
he was "surprised it was not 
more" 
Asked why there was no 
criticism from the opposition he 
said that "you have got to 
choose the best ground. The 
bigger question was the simple 
fact of the increase in prem-
iums." 
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"The bigger question now 
when ICBC tables it's report will 
be on commissions paid to 
agents," Hall said. 
Marshall said he had not 
heard one ICBC radio commer-
cial advising the public of the 
tremendous opportunity to save. 
He pointed out Autoplan 
agents have spent thousands of 
dollars for newspaper advertise-
ments and radio commercials. 
Marshall showed this reporter 
a newspaper advertisement for 
ICBC and w!ls quick to point out 
that it said 'to renew your 
insurance, take it to an Author-
ized Autoplan agent before it 
even mentioned the Motor Ve-
hicle Branch. 
This year Autoplan agents are 
being paid a flat fee ($3.50 and 
an extra $1.50 if done correctly) 
for processing basic coverage 
forms. Commission for extend-
ed coverage remains the same 
at 10 per cent of the premium. 
Take Fred's advice: Go to a 
Motor Vehicle Branch for your 
insurance renewals. 
Increase not eftough Co••ittee to 
~e.view budget 
The increase in the provincial 
education budget. announced 
Jan. 24 by Finance Minister 
Evan Wolfe .. is less than what 
B.C.'s colleges will need to 
remain at the 1975-76 level, 
Principal George Wootton said 
last Thursday. 
Though grants to universities 
increased by 11.5 per cent and 
grants to colleges increased by . 
10.8 per cent. Wootton said it 
would take a 20 per cent 
increas•e in college grants to 
remain at last year's level. 
After the budget was announ-
ced. UBC Student President 
Dave Theeson said tuition fees 
at UBC would rise from 25 to 40 
per cent next year. Though 
Administration President Doug 
Kenny refused to comment on 
tuition increases at the time. he 
confirmed the increases last 
Monday. 
University of Victoria Presi-
dent Howard Petch said last 
week tuition fees at U of Vic. 
will increase by 25 per cent next 
year. and increases at other 
universities will be similar. 
Wootton said tuition increa-
ses at Douglas College are 
"unlikely". because under the 
present cost-sharing formula 
between the province and the 
municipalities. tuition fees just 
defray the costs of the munici-
palities. 
The final decision. though. 
will rest with the 1976-77 Col-
lege Council. The seven provin-
cial appointees to the new 
Council were expected to be 
announced Feb. I. but a spokes-
person for the Department of 
Education said last Thursday 
she didn.'t know when the 
announcements would be made. 
Wootton said that though the 
provincial budget was "better 
than most people expected". 
newer colleges. such as East 
Kootenay College and North 
Island College. might be adver-
sely effected. 
"I don't know if everyone's 
going to get a 10.8 per cent 
increase or some more than 
others." He added that he 
wasn't ecstatic" about the bud-
get. and that Douglas College 
wasn't serving the community 
as well as it could be. 
SFU administration president 
Pauline Jewitt has said the 
budget "is about enough for the 
university to stand still,'' and 
that prospects for university 
students are "pretty dismal." 
The $40,000 Student Society 
budget for the Spring semester 
was referred back to the finance 
committee at last Wednesday's 
Student Council meeting, so 
that a $4,000 deficit would be 
eliminated. 
Council chairman Ray Harris 
said after .the meeting the 
$4,000 "will probably be cut 
from the office supplies and 
equipment,'' and added that 
"there won't be any major 
reductions." 
Almost half of the budget, 
$19,200. was allocated to Office 
Administration, most of which 
went to salaries. office supplies 
and equipment. insurance, and 
telephones. 
Of the remaining $20.900, the 
major allocations went to the 
Other Press ($7.100). Leisure 
Services ($6,000), BCSF and 
NUS fees ($3,000), and Confer-
ence and Travel ($2,500). 
Also at the meeting, Vice-
Chairman Jamie Croil announ-
ced his resignation to concen-
trate on schoolwork, and Coquit-
lam campus Chairwoman Leo-
nora Grande and New Westmin-
ster campus rep Sheilagh Cahill 
announced that they would re-
sign within two weeks. 
Other items: 
-Housing listings will be put 
in a prominent place on each 
campus; 
-Coquitlam will have a stereo 
system installed in their lounge 
in the near' future; 
-and a boat cruise able to 
accomodate 125 students at 
$6.25 a student ($1 for drinks) 
will be announced by the Coun-
cil in the near future. 
The Student CounL il has realit.cd it can ,,,\1 plod on blindly without 
the awarene ss ''" imput from th e S<> Cil' ty · .., membership . On 
Wednesday night. thL' relativcl~- unamwunced General Meeting was 
postponed to allo'' tor an. as yet unannounced "'Open Forum" to 
di!>cuss the main rea-,on(~) for meeting i11 th <: fir !> t place. The focus 
ha!> been centered on rhc proposed Harri~ Constitution and some of 
its implications to'' ,tnt ~ supression of the Students ability to decide 
their own policic ~ and it s cumbersom e rc ~truduring of the governing 
bodies . 
II would seem that several point>. within the proposal allow the 
.. Assembly" to ignore policy deci!>tOn~ mall<.: by students at general 
meetings . This in itself sets up the Senate and General Assembly as 
a supreme ruling body when it should be tht· Student Body . 
The restructuring of the Student Soc i c t ~ take!> its form from its 
present decentralized and underorganized state. to one of complexity 
and rubber stamping decisions all ready made . 
In the Harris cono;titution the structure i!> as follows: 
Executive : pn·-,ide nt. vice-prestdcnt external. vice-president 
internal. and treasurer . 
Senate: vicc -prc~idt'nt internal. four campu!> chairpersons . 
-- responsible for the budget. screening moncv applications and any 
rcqucsh or input to the General Assembly to -determine its relevance 
and reject or recommend accordingly . 
--the chairper-;on!> .tr~ directed prior by thei r respective councils. 
General Assembly : Executive and two reps per campus . 
--handle general business and affairs of the Society. 
--campus reps arc dirc,·ted to vote a~ per prior decision of each 
c:ampu~ council. 
Campus Council: chairperson. vi cc -,·ha irpe rson . and several 
members . 
--to decide ho\1 reps and ~hairperson ,-ote and to organize activities 
on campus. 
The difference from our present system. i'> not much: one more rep 
per· campus at the general assembly (student council) and the Senate. 
The overview would lead one to interpret that the general assembly is 
a rubber stamp of the senate who make the key decisions relating to 
finances and policies . 
The problem at present doesn't require ~c tting up an overseeing 
bod~· (the senate) . but to cut down the dccio,ion time and to involve 
more ~tudent~ directly into the deci!>ion mal-. ing process. For years 
this sy~t c m has caused a high turnover in membership because those 
at the bottom have no direct access to the deei~ion making process of 
the student cou-ncil. Further the elaborate process of campus telling 
reps how to vote docs not work. 
The Stude nt Council does not usuall~ know until hours before a 
meeting the content of ito; agenda and some decisions can not be 
delayed because thev've usually been put off t1ll the last moment, 
bec;use of thl' '"'eraii disgorga~ization caused by the council and a 
!>taft· turno' cr. 
The solution would seem simple . one council made up of an 
executive of five : president. vice-presidents internal and external, 
treasurer. and a dubs and activities co-ordinator. Each campus would 
have a minimum of two rep<; for the first 1.000 students and one for 
each additional 1.000. This eliminates one of the basic needs of a 
campus council. Under this system there would he ten campus reps 
(N.W . three. S. three. R. two, C two) with room for expansion to 
represent the growing college population . 
The student council doesn't seem too interested in letting the 
students know about the forum and the general meeting , or for that 
matter thio; paper. If they want input they are not trying at all--have 
you seen the announcement placed on each campus? Its one 8x10 
memo attached to the wall, one on each campus (see photo page 12) . 
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Understand that this is not a 
letter of derision or objection to 
the intent of the weekly column, 
"Ia femme fatale". I'm firmly 
convinced that the students at 
Douglas College have little or no 
understanding of women's is-
sues or the subtle and under-
handed way women are kept ''in 
their place" in this society. 
I take objection to the sen-
tence that ends: ... "in feminist 
terms, a threat to her oppressor, 
men." 
I tend to be a little wary of 
North American, white, middle-
class women who use the term 
"oppression" at the drop of 
a hat. Though I'm sure this is not 
the case with the author of the 
column, let's talk about the 
term. 
"Oppressed", in feminist 
terms, might be the condition of 
a woman whose boss considers a 
less qualified male in the com-
pany for a higher paying job. 
"Oppressed" might apply to a 
woman of higher intelligence 
who is constantly re.jected soc-
ially for exhibiting this intelli-
gence. More importantly , "op-
pressed " applies to women who 
are put down, shut up. and 
generally discriminated against 
simply because of their gender. 
Getting to the point. I am 
getting tired of being identified 
as the oppressor simply because 
I am a male. I am constantly 
confronted with mini-skirted , 
middle-class . made- up, barbie 
doll behaviour. Shirley Temple-
voiced, cutsey-pie women who 
expect me to relate to them in 
the traditional, crass, Carson--
style manner. These women are 
sexist, these women are "op-
pressive" ' so what about me? 
Terry Glavin, Copy Editor, 
The Other Press 
Re: Terry LeGace's letter in the 
last issue 
If anyone has car problems on 
campus they will find a sympa-
thetic reception at the campu~ 
switchboard and the Campus 
Supervisor's office . The follow-
ing assistance is generally avail-
able: 
-A jump o;tart using a 
Coll ege battery and 
cable<, . 
-If trouble is more 
serious and immediate 
help desired. the good 
offices of the Campus 
Supervisor generally 
gets quick response 
from Ra'y Baudar's Es-
so nearby ~ 
-Should it be necessary 
to leave the car unser-
viced and unattended 
for a prolonged period 
(my definition is more 
than 12 hours ). arran-
-ge me nts should be 
made with the Campu s 
Supervisor 
To my kn owle dge . Te rry , 
you did not approach either the 
swit chb oa rd s ta ff. cus todi a l 
staff or myself for assis tance. 
nor did you make arra nge ments 
to leave your car indefinite ly. 
1-t ·. ·· .. ·-, ,,, 
You abandoned your car by your 
own admission " for some 
days." 
Afte r "some days" the best 
part of a week or more , although 
my a ging brain can't re call 
exactly, I called the New West-
minster police to check if they 
had a report of a stolen vehicle 
answering to the description of 
your car . They said no . It then 
appeared reasonable, since no 
one had advised the College of 
any difficulty they were having, 
to classify this car abandoned. 
The parhng lot is intended for 
stude nts, staff, and faculty 
while attending classes or carry-
ing out their duties at this 
campus. In fairness to them all , 
the Parking lot cannot become a 
refuge for disabled vehicles . 
Even one car left for a prolonged 
period with or without advising 
this office is an imposition on 
the rest of those using this lot. 
Had I been your car I might 
have hoped for a little more 
consideration. Were I a student. 
a little consideration for my 
fellow students would have 
prompted me to remove my car 
even if I had to push it into a 
garage or the boon docks . In any 
event a reques t for assistance 
would have saved us both some 
heartburn . Strange as it may 
seem. I don ' t enjoy having cars 
towed off. before or after Xmas . 
I and campus staff are here to 
he lp th e campus population 
generally within the means at 
our disposal and within 'limited 
terms of reference . 
Pl ease contact th e switch -
boa rd for a ss istan ce in the 
future--a cus todian or myse lf 
will be happy to try to be of 
assistance . 
Sincc rc lv 
Ken Mcc'ov. 
ca mpu s supervisor 
MLA 
opposes 
arms policy 
While a Canadian crown corp-
oration and a local manufactur-
in~ firm are helping further the 
American nuclear arms policy, a 
Socred MLA in Victoria has 
proposed a resolution condemn-
ing this same policy. 
Skeena MLA Cyril Shelford's 
motion calls for B.C. to express 
concern to the Cana~ia~ .~~vern: 
ment about development 0 1 
.nuclear weapons such as tht 
Trident submarine base in Ban-
gor, Washington. 
The Canadian Commercial 
Corporation, which is entire!) 
funded and staffed by tht 
Federal Dept. of Supplies and 
Services, has actively solicited 
at least one industrial contract 
stemming from the Trident wea-
pons system now being con-
structed. 
The CCC, which acts as 
contract broker for Canadian 
firms seeking to compete with 
American industry, secured a 
contract for Heede International 
Ltd. in Port Moody to build two 
boat and missile loading cranes 
with almost 3.2 million dollars. 
The cranes which can handle 
the new Trident-One missiles, 
will be installed in the sub-
marine tender USS Simon Lake, 
U.S. Navy spokesman Lt. Com-
mander Roger Copland said 
Thursday. 
Copland said The cranes will 
load the new missiles among 
other things aboard the Polaris 
Poseidon submarines, which are 
being re-fitted to enable them to 
handle the missiles. 
The Simon Lake will not be 
used as a tender for the Trident 
submarine which will be ser-
viced completely by shore facili-
ties at the Bangor Bay base, and 
so will not require a tender-
ship , Copland said. 
Corp. Secretary Thomas 
Coghlan said Thursday The 
CCC expects this year to handle 
about 100 million dollars worth 
of contracts for the U.S. Defense 
dept. 
He said the Corp. solicits and 
awards contracts for items rang-
ing from wires, cable, and spare 
aircraft parts to complete air-
craft engines. 
And contracts for missile 
loading cranes. 
Ron Johnson of the B.C.C 
Federation of Labor said Wed-
nesday. The Pacific : " 
Community requested a meet-
ing last Nov. with Federation 
. Secretary-Treasurer Len Guy to 
discuss what could be done to 
prevent the construction of the 
cranes at the Heede Plant. 
Johnson said. The Federat-
ion arranged a meeting for Dec .. 
but cancelled it when Guy 
became ill. 
Johnson said, The P.L.C., a 
pacifist group aimed at halting 
the spread of nuclear weapons 
through non-violent protest, 
made no further effort to organ-
ize a joint campaign against 
construction of the cranes. They 
treated his (Guy's sickness) as 
avoid the meeting. , he said 
The Federation and the New 
Westminster District Labor 
Council have both sent letters to 
Ottawa protesting the building 
of the cranes in Canada but have 
received no response. 
Neither labor group has the 
jurisdiction to do anymore to 
halt the construction of the 
cranes, Johqson claimed. 
Shelford said Wednesday he 
was not aware of Canadian 
participation in construction of 
the Trident system. 
He said, He does not intend 
to change the wording of reso-
lution to condemn Canada's 
involvement, because such word 
changes killed his motion in the 
last session. 
Shelford and Bob Skelly, NDP 
member for Alberni, both pro-
posed similar, but unsuccessful 
motions in the last session of the 
legislature, and Skelly helped 
Shelford write his motion. 
The two motions were never 
voted on last year because the 
legislature could not agree on 
their wording. Shelford's pre, 
vious motion did not mention 
the Trident base weapons sys-
tem, which Skelly's motion 
specifically opposed. 
Shelford said Wednesday, "he 
does not expect his resolution to 
be debated in the legislature for 
at least a month, but said he 
expects it will pass this year 
because both sides of the house 
agree on it's wording. 
The resolution also expresses 
concern about any Soviet equiv-
alent to the Trident system and 
about the number of smaller 
nations entering the arms race. 
But Skelly said Tuesday · 1·he 
doubts the resolution will have 
any effect if it is passed.t · 
"The Canadian government 
doesn't seem to be concerned at 
all," he said. 
Former Canadian Defense 
Minister James Richardson said • 
last March hf!;;:: sees no reason 
to protest the construction of the 
Trident base just 60 miles south 
of the Canadian-U.S. border. 
"People in B.C. should ap-
preciate the Trident base," he 
said. 
10 The Trident system is an 
effective 'deterrent and wil~ pre-
vent nuclear war - it maintains 
the balance of military force and 
thus helps guarantee internat-
ional stability." 'd .. 
cont . on page " 
Morley favors 
mandatory fees 
Douglas College Bursar Bill 
Morfcy was the only delegate to 
a November provincial bursars· 
meeting to oppose a recommen-
dation that mandatory collection 
of student fees not be written 
into the Colleges Act. · , 
Currently. collection of stu· 
dent fees is undertaken by 
administration. and u11like uni-
versities. colleges are not requi-
red to collect student fees. A 
Colleges Act is currently being 
drawn up by the provincial 
government to define the role of 
colleges. 
Morfey opposed the recom-
mendation rccause "it would 
destro:-· student government," 
he said. "Ge01 ge Wootton 
(Douglas College principal) a'nd 
myself recommend collection of 
student fees," he added. 
Capilano College bursar 
Klaus Thiel. a member of, the 
bursars' subcommittee that 
drew up the recommendation. 
said Fridav. "The collection of 
- . 
student fees has too many 
political problems that the busi-
ness administration has to live 
with. 
"Students just don't know 
what they want," he added. 
In Qeccmbcr. Thiel was quot-
ed as sayit1g the recommendat-
ion not to collect fees was not a 
"political move." But Ross 
Powell. executive member of 
Sm i:; n!? f ;ra p hie D-.- .. i~n itulcnts at prcsc,llatiun. 
both the :National Union of 
Students and the B.C. Student 
Federation. said the recommen· 
dation is "politcal". 
"This is an attack on the 
Student societies and their fi-
nancial viability. They (the bur-
sars) know what the effect of 
this will be on student repre-
sentation because of colleges 
continuity problems," Powell 
added. 
Morfey agreed with Powell on 
the necessity of continuity. 
"One of the problems in student 
societies at colleges is that most 
people are here for only two 
years. and some are only part-
time. some arc on career pro-
grams ... in effect it's difficult to 
operate ." 
Rory Munro ph o t o 
Where your tax dOllars go 
"It is one of the greatest 
exhibitions this municipality has 
ever had,'.' said Surrey Mayor 
Ed Mckitka, of an exhibition 
designed and constructed by the 
graphic design students of 
Douglas College . Cutting the 
ribbon at Surrey Municipal Hall 
Monday, McKitka said.: "I 
would like to thank Douglas 
College for helping us bring to 
the attention of the public where 
their tax dollars go.'' 
The exhibition entitled 
"Where Your Tax Dollars Go" 
was designed by a group of four 
people whose model was picked 
by Surrey Council. 
"We split the class into 
groups," said graphics instruct-
or Ken Hughes, "and they each 
submitted their proposals to the 
council. ''It worked out beauti-
fully because the people whose 
proposals were not accepted 
worked as hard as if it was . 
theirs," he added. 
Last year McKitka had the 
I(VOrks of an artist removed from 
all public buildings in Surrey 
because one of his murals 
contained a nine inch sketch of a 
"Both sides benefit. The 
community can get involved and 
the student gains a bit of work 
experience , " he said of the 
exhibition which was started in 
October 1976. 
Tricia Ness, second year gra-
phics (also one of the designers) 
nude. Alice Moore, former Pin-
ion news editor, who was alder-
woman at the time, initiated the 
furor. She is now back the 
Pinion. 
said ''the exhibition looked even 
better than when it was being 
worked on." 
The exhibition was divided 
into six themes: Land Develop~ 
ment, Engineering, Administra-
tion, Construction, Planning 
and Designing, and Mainten-
ance. 
Each theme was explained 
with photographs, drawings, 
and a written explanation. 
"It wa·s designed so the 
public can see what the Engi-
neering Department does. All 
the average person can see is a 
guy digging a ditch,'' Ness said. 
Go and see the exhibition. It 
is open Monday to Friday at the 
Municipal Hall 14245 - 56th 
Avenue Surrey for the month of 
February. 
---
We Saw Sun Rise In East ••• 
THE THIRD IN A SERIES OF 
ARTICLES 
by Sabine Mabardl, 
Liberal Arts Instructor. 
October 4th, in the late morn-
ing , we arrived at Feng Huo 
brigade, and the welcoming was 
warm. In the long, clean room 
where we gathe~ed to listen to 
the history and organization of 
the brigade, we were offered, 
with the traditional tea, the 
most gorgeous and tasty yellow 
apples and some flat cookies 
made for the occasion , with 
flour, water, and sugar, and 
cooked between two stones. We 
were finally where we had really 
looked forward to be: in the 
Chinese countryside! 
Our expectations were not 
only met, but we felt even more 
thrilled than we had anticipated. 
the warmth, the generosity, the 
enthusiasm and the strength of 
these wonderful peasants was 
contagious. 
We had a simple meal, by our 
standards, but quite elaborate 
for the people of the brigade. 
We exchanged friendly talks 
about Feng Huo and the Canad-
ian countryside, over dishes of 
potatoes (dish for special occa-
sions) , deep fried fat balls (I 
don't know how else to call this 
strange melting delicacy!) and 
other nice dishes . 
After ,he meal we could not 
wait to visit the brigade, but no, 
our hosts wanted us to have a 
little siesta and refresh oursel-
ves. So we pretended to rest on 
our beds and chatted away half 
an hour. 
It was pouring rain, that day , 
and rubber boots were provided 
for us. We walked in the mud, 
and occasionally ft:ll in it, until 
we reached th~ top of a small 
hill from which we could see the 
whole brigade. 
At our feet, the river Ching, 
of which they used to say: "The 
river flows as one weeps". Now, 
the people of Feng Huo have 
redirected it, and it flows among 
the fields it irrigates. 
A province in China is divided 
into "prefectures", which in 
turn comprise "counties". 
Counties are formed by "com-
roues", which are divided into 
production brigades, under 
which there are several product-
ion teams. 
The approximate figures giv-
en to us by the Ministry of 
Agriculture were as follows, and 
fluctuate from year to year: 
there are around 74,000 com-
munes, 750,000 brigades and 5 
. million production teams in 
China, today. 
The Feng Huo brigade itself 
has a population of 1.300, 
comprising 255 households, a!ld 
they share 1,360 mu of land (f26 
acres), on which they grow 
cotton, maize, wheat and other 
food grains. It is one of 20 
brigades under this particular 
commune. 
Life had been hard for 90 per 
cent of the population in this 
area, who shared a little barren 
land. But "we beard the spring 
thunder in '49 and saw the sun 
rise in the east", said one of our 
hosts . "In 1952, we fought 
against the forces of habit, and 
liet up an agricultural cooperat-
ive," 
We found out that this bri-
gade had reformed the disti:i-
bution of income, they provided 
free medical care, education, 
supply of vegetables and grains, 
housing, electricity, fire grass 
and free processing of food. 
Another effort was to try and 
reduce the 3 major differences -
industry and agriculture; city 
and country; mental and manual 
- by providing the brigade 
members with film showings, a 
few, T.V. sets for the community 
and stage peformances created 
by the members themselves. 
In their school, which was in 
recess for the fall harvest (the 
children help in the fields), we 
were welcomed by a cacophony 
played by a group of young 
children on various intriguing 
Chinese instruments. They were 
practicing and of course we 
applauded their efforts. 
One of the things that particul-
arly interested us in Feng Huo 
was t~e age bracket of the 
leadership. The 13 cad~es, of 
whom 7 were women, were all in 
their twenties , except 2, in their 
40's (young people make up 60 
per cent of the brigade). 
They described themselves as 
"servants, willing oxes of the 
people" , who get their authority 
from the people and do their 
share of productive work. To 
restrict the rights of the cadres , 
to help them when they make 
mistakes, to ensure that they do 
not abuse the power they hold, 
supervisory teams have been 
formed by the poor and lower 
middle class peasants. 
The Chairperson of the Poor 
and Lower-middle Peasant 
Committee was a young woman 
under 25. Another young wom-
an we met was leading the 
Women's Association in charge 
of Parenthood and late marri-
age, education and women's 
political awareness. 
The young leaders of Feng 
Huo impressed us by their 
political maturity . They are 
conscious of the importance of 
the two-line struggle in their 
country and were in the midst 
(at the end?) of the campaign to 
criticize the " 3 poisonous 
weeds" advocated by Teng 
Hsiao Ping. 
They have, and are, "learn-
ing from Tachai" (China ' s mod-
el production brigade)" and 
have changed river courses, 
reclaimed land and built hous-
ing. We saw the old river bed, 
the cotton and grain fields and 
visited their homes. 
They still have a lot of efforts 
to make before they reach the 
stage of Tachai. When we asked 
about wages for housework, we 
were told that they do not give 
"points " to women for that 
task, like they do in Tachai, but 
they have equalized the amount 
of points that both men and 
women receive for work in the 
fields . Now, both men and 
women work in the fields and 
attend .to the various house 
chores. 
We were also surprised that 
private plots had not been 
abolished in this fairly advanced 
brigade , like they were in 
Tachai. Private plots still exist, 
but they are ploughed collect-
ively. They use them to collect-
ively grow the many vegetables 
which they like to . eat. and the 
tobacco which they chain--
smoke, but do not produce in 
large amounts . 
Fepg Huo is up to the " 6 
criteria of the famous report on 
Agriculture made by the now 
Chairman Hua Kuo Feng, and 
working at achieving his nation-
al set objective-of mechanization 
for 'JO per cent of farm work 
(ploughing, drainag& and seed-
ing) by 1980. 
Responding to our admirat-
ion, our hosts were quick to 
point out that they still have a 
long way to go if they compare 
Feng Huo to Tachai. The day 
went by only too fast and , after 
visiting their rudimentary but 
clean and bright nursery, clinic, 
and general store, we took leave 
of our country ho$ts and board-
ed our bus for another bumpy 
trip back to Sian . 
With us on the bus, came a 
peasant woman with a young 
girl and an 8 month old. The 
young mother was going to the 
provincial conference "Learn 
from Tachai" taking place in our 
hotel, in preparation for the 
national conference that was to 
be held in Peking in December. 
She had been selected be-
cause she was one of the 
vice-chairpersons of the bri-
gade's Revolutionary Commit-
tee and -was also involved in 
education and women's work. 
She was still feeding her baby 
and had taken alorig her sister-
in-law, a fifth grader, to look 
after the child. 
The next day was heavily 
scheduled with a morning visit 
to the Sian Instrument factory 
and an excursion to Hu Hsien, 
center of the well known pea-
sant paintings. The Hu Hsien 
peasant paintings , which all of 
us were so fond of, was a real 
surprise, which we had not 
expected! 
In the ·156 production bri -
gades of the Hu Hsien district, 
12,000 paintings about poor 
peasants history have been 
created, especially since the 
period of the Great Leap For-
ward, and exhibited, since 1964, 
in all of China and abroad. (An 
exhibit of these paintings is 
coming to Canada this year). 
We had our first glimpse of 
the paintings. when we reached 
Hu Hsien, on the walls in the 
stree ts; big. colorful murals 
dep'icting the peasants at work 
in the fields, discussing the 
crops , reading papers and books 
in the village's reading room. 
Because ~hey live themselyes 
the reality which they paint, 
because the people encourage 
and criticize them, the peasant 
• painters are able to create works 
of gteat vitality, rich in details, 
of great technical audacity, 
breaking away from naturalism, 
formalism and other routines. 
Their paintings are, for them, 
an instrument and an encour-
agement in their struggle to 
transform nature and society. 
The art of China today is not 
an art ofthe person in the know, 
it is for the millions of workers 
or peasants. These people do 
not appreciate , and do not 
identify with the traditional 
paintings with its tormented 
landscapes, its arid rocks and its 
gnarled trees. 
They do not want to paint in the 
traditional way, because they 
have rejected the society which 
created it. They want art to 
show their new life, they want to 
identify with it, they want to 
understand it. 
So we wandered through the 
rooms of their museum where 
people's paintings were hang-
ing, duly signed by their creator 
-a young peasant, mother of 4, 
an older man, a young school 
boy- . 
We saw young men and 
women copy some of these 
paintings, reproduced them on 
the walls. A work of art is 
nobody's property in China, it 
belongs to all and can be copied . 
We left Hu Hsien and on the 
way back to Sian, some of the 
tones and the scenes depicted in 
the paintings unrolled before 
our eyes . 
l••igration bill 
has sweeping 
power 
New fede ra l leg is lati on , 
scheduled to be fully proclaimed 
by Pa rliame nt som e tim e thi s 
Spring. will provide government 
with sweeping powers to "ha-
ra ss , intimidate, and control 
.residents."' a spokesperson for 
an anti-rascist group said last 
week. 
George Haddon, speaking on 
be half of the Inte rnational 
Committee against Racism, said 
last Monday the Immigration 
Bill " was already drawn up" 
while the green paper debate 
was going on in 1<}75. 
Haddon said the Bill will 
empower government to arrest 
and detain non-citizens without 
warrant upon suspicion of un-
lawfully working or residing in 
Canada. 
Section 27 of the bill states 
that even if a long-time resident 
of Canada is regarded as "like-
ly" to be involved in criminal 
activity or violence, the resident 
would be subject to deportation 
without appeal, upon the decis-
• ion of a "Special Advisory 
Board. " 
'The board wou\d not be 
required to state publicly the 
reason for deportation . 
Haddon also claimed the Bill 
may be used in "union-bust-
ing" . Immigrants would be 
• I NCAR 
forced to stay within specified 
areas for a period of six months, 
and violation would be punished 
by de portation. Haddon said 
immigrants could be forced to 
work in strike-bound communi-
ties. whi ch wo uld e ncourage 
hostility against foreign " scab 
labour" . 
Haddon said that one of tl'.e 
most significant aspects of the 
Bill is that it e radicates the 
conce pt of a ' domicile' - a 
non-citizen who has lived in the 
country for more than five 
years. 
Even domiciles may be depor-
ted wilhout appeal if they are 
deemed to be subversive or 
criminal, Haddon said. 
!NCAR plans to hold a nation-
al demonstration in Ottawa to 
coincide with the third reading 
of the Bill. Representatives of 
the group have been invited to 
speak at the New Westminster 
campus in the four-room com-
plex from 12 to 2 p.m., Thurs-
day , Feb. 10. 
· !NCAR, with chapters 
throughout North America and 
France, was founded in 1970 
and was active in the campaign 
to stop the deportation of Hait-
ians in Toronto , 1975. 140 
!NCAR members were arrested 
in th e recent busing riots in 
Boston. 
Religion (course) 
co~nes to 
White Rock 
For the nominal fee of three 
dollars, Douglas College and the 
White Rock Parks and Recreat-
ion Department are offering an 
unusual six-session course call-
ed Arguments about Religion, 
beginning Feb . 7. 
Philosopher Donovan Jones, 
Director of the college's Liberal 
Arts Division, will be instructing 
the course, which will be held in 
the Whtte Rock Community 
School Mondays from 8 to 10 
p.m. 
"What the co:. rse is about -
well I'll tell you what it's not 
about: arguing about religion," 
comments Jones . "its purpose is 
to take the various areas where 
there have been arguments and 
show that no argument exists! 
"We will go into the atheist and 
theist views, and find that 
although there is a distinct 
difference , a great deal of 
arguments are simply unfound-
ed," he added. 
The course endeavours to 
identify fiction from facts, with 
the _idea not of halting argu-
ments , but of providing them 
with information, he explained. 
Jones will deal with the 
religion of our culture - the 
Judeo-Christian religion - not 
with religions from other cul-
tures of the world. 
Jones will deal with the 
religion of our culture - the 
Judeo-Christian religion - not 
with religions from other cul-
tures of the world. 
"We deal with some of the 
misleading ·arguments I that 
take place with the Bible as a 
source of religious faiths and 
beliefs." 
Anyone interested in register-
ing for this course should con-
tact the White Rock City Hall, 
15322 Buena Vista. 
J.L. Steeves 
It' s time women stopped wait-
ing for others to make their 
decisions for them, said Douglas 
College Convenor of Women's 
Studies, Lillian Zimmerman. 
She was commenting on one 
of a number of events for 
women being offered this spring 
throughout the Lower Minland 
by Douglas College. 
That particular course is entit-
led Stop Waiting Until, and it is 
being taught by Counselling 
Psychologist Dr. Sharon Kahn, 
and Brenda Greenberg (M.S.-
W.) at New Westminster cam-
pus March 4 and 5. 
Their aim is to help women 
become aware of how they often 
give up their power and ability 
to choose, by allowing others -
family, society, or circumstan-
ces - to make their decisions. 
' 'As we develop confidence 
and skills to support decisions 
which reflect our needs, we will 
move closer to learning how we 
can take our lives into our own 
hands ,'' said Ms. Greenberg. 
Another upcoming course is 
Job Finding Skills for Women 
which will be held at the New 
cont'd. 
The Heede built cranes will 
handle Trident-One or C-4 mis-
siles. These multiple indepen-
dently-targeted re-entry vehi-
cles (MIRVS) have a range of 
4,500 miles and are known as 
"area assault weapons ." 
The Trident submarines 
themselves will carry manoeuv-
rable re-entry vehicles 
(MARYS) which have a range of 
6,000 miles and can evade 
anti-ballistic missile missiles 
and return to their original 
courses. The MARYS are accur-
ate enough to strike enemy 
missile silos . 
As each warhead is 10 times 
as p~werful as the bomb that 
destroyed Hiroshima, and each 
Trident submarine carries 408 
individually guided warheads, 
the Trident system will be the 
most powerful weapon in the 
history of the world. It will have 
first strike capability. 
• stop waiting 
Westminster Secondary School 
Feb . 15 and 16, from 7:30 to 10 
p.m., for six dollars. 
Particularly for middle-aged 
women, a six-session afternoon 
course is being held in Burnaby 
and in Richmond in February. 
You're Only Middle -Aged 
Once will look at concerns such 
as loneliness, aging, mental 
health , and the need for new 
directions. ''The middle years 
can be particularly stressful for 
women. Family roles lessen, 
and a women's self-esteem and 
self-image are in question," 
comments Ms. Zimmerman. 
She feels it's unfair that there 
isn't more recognition of the 
problems women face during 
those years -- particularly when 
the problems of teens , singles, 
and older people are frequently 
discussed. 
Both sections of the course 
will be held from 1:30 to 3:30 
p.m. In Richmond, it is co-spon-
sored by the South Arm United 
Church, and it will be held there 
beginning Feb. 23rd. 
The Burnaby section begins 
Feb. 24, and those interested 
The PLC has campaigned 
against the construction of both 
the submarine base at Bangor 
The Trident weapons system 
consists of 10 220 one billion 
dollar submarines, each 550 feet 
long, about 4 stories tall, and 
powered by two nuclear react-
ors. 
·.~ -
/' . \ 
should call the Burnaby School · 
Board for location details. 
In White Rock, an evening 
lecture and discussion series 
entitled Women in the World 
will start Feb. 23 in the White 
Rock Community SchJoJ, from 
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Joan Wallace from the federal 
Advisory Council of the Status 
of Women will open the first 
session to present an overview 
of the subject. 
In the following weeks speak-
ers will include Clinical Psych-
ologist Dr. Sara David, on 
Women and Stress; DouglaS" - -- , 
College Director of Health Ser- ' 
vices , Dr. Sheilah Thompson, on 
conflicts and decision-making; 
the Vancouver People ' s Law 
School, on The Law is Not for 
Women; Biologist Dr. Len Mil-
lis , on What About the Men; 
and early childhood educator 
Cathleen Smith, on Children 
and Change. 
Fee for all six sessions is $12. 
To register , and for more 
information on these courses, 
call Douglas College Admiss-
ions at 588-6404. 
and the cranes at the Heede 
plant. • 
Jim Douglass and John Will-
iam, PLC members from New 
West and Seattle, are serving 
90-day jail sentences in Seattle 
for cutting holes in the Bangor 
Bay's perimeter fence and for 
trespassing on the base. 
MUSIC ARTS 
J.L. Steeves 
Auditions will be held Feb. 13 
for this spring's Douglas Col-
lege production of Dark of the 
Moon, to be staged in early 
April. 
The play is based on a folk 
ballad about a girl who falls in 
love with a witch boy. and it is 
set in primitive hill country in 
the United States. 
Of the 28 roles open to 
audition, there are a lot of 
character roles and people of 
different ages are needed, noted 
producer Gwyneth Harvey. 
She also pointed out that the 
female lead must be able to 
sing. as must many other mem-
bers of the cast. since there is 
folk music in the play. 
Anyone interested is invited 
to audition at 2 p.m .. Feb. 13th 
in the student lounge on the 
Surrey campus of the college, 
9260- !40th Street. 
For more informatton, call 
Theatre Program Convenor 
Dorothy Jones _at 536-7798, or 
Gwyneth Harvey at S~ 1-2406. 
Lunch hour Workshops on 
Specific Research 
Feb. 9 Wednesday 12 noon- I 
p.m . 4-Room Complex (NW) 
Legal Information Sources - A. 
Soroka, UBC Law Library 
Feb. 23 Wednesday 12 noon-
p.m. 4-Room Complex (S) 
Government Statistical Inform-
ation. 
March 9 Wednesday 12 noon-
p.m. 4-Room Complex (NW) 
Social and Historical Informat-
ion Sources Pertaining to Cana-
da. 
These Workshops are open to 
Students, Staff, Faculty, and the 
Community. 
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IMMIGRATION 8111 
with the International 
Co••lttee Against Racls111 
'J'6ursday Fell I Ot6 
12·2 p.111. roo•308 all NewWest 
Bring yo~r lunch and a friend 
SURREY 
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, , ··" ' l47 i 
him showmg, sponsored by Varsity Christian Fellowship. 
Demonstrating the unique characteristic" of high frequency 
eit-t·tricirv, Dr. Irwin A. Moon, Director of Moody Institute of 
Scil'nce in Whittier, California, fries an egg on a cold stove, 
m:~kt·;; steel wool burn like paper, neutralizl's the effects of 
gra\ ity on metal rings and even allows a million volts of 
cln rricity to pass through his body without being injured. 
All this and more is included in the film FACTS OF FAITH 
t<> be shown: 
Wed. Feb. Ym 
Room 105 New West. 
Campus 
FACTS OF FAITH is one of a series of unusual motion 
pictures included in the Sermons From Science pavilion at the 
New York World ' s Fair and shown around the world in 
sixteen foreign language version~ 
Dr. Moon uses these demonstrations to explain what "faith 
is ·· . the necessity for a spiritual rebirth and the Christian 
assurance of the resurrection of the body. 
• 
Douglas CoOege 
The lthrary will offer mini-
course'> 111 how to effectively use 
the lihran for researching as-
signmcnh . 
Mini-..:<HI1'5C~ take approxi-
mate!~· 35 minute!'., and will 
cover ba\ic information in using 
the <'ard catalogue. locating 
book'> on the ~helves. using 
journah anc.J magazines, and 
developing a research plan. 
You may take these courses 
between .January 24 and Feb-
raut\ 1 <., lw sign1ng-up at the 
information desk in any campus 
library . Times will be assigned 
at that time. 
PARKING 
Limited parking is an aggravation at Douglas College. 
This situation is fully recognized by the College but there 
are only limited possibilities of improvement. These possibili-
ties are being investigated but the problem will remain. It is 
therefore necessary to solicit your cooperation in respect to 
parking only in approved white lined parking spaces. If 
parking is not available in your preferred area, please look 
around. Do not leave your car parked outside of a designated 
parking space. 
The New Westminster Fire Department requires that free 
access fire lanes be maintained and it will be necessary to tow 
away any illegally parked cars. · 
Relief from a tight parking situation on campus is generally 
available at the Canada Games Pool Parking lot. AT the 
request of the Recreation Centre management, please use the 
6th Avenue entrance only.Aithoughthe Recreation Centre lot is 
considered a Public Facility, Douglas College cannot 
guarantee you will not be towed from this lot. May we please 
have your cooperation in the use of the marked parking space 
only . 
Thanks. 
New W e.stminster Campus Administrator 
Ken McCoy 
qjatrhooey!ll! 
ffiave a nice time at the 
9p.m. 
g 706 
ART 
ThC' Burnaby Art Gallery fea-
tures readings hy Chris Dcwd-
ney a nd David McFadden. Feh. 
7 at 8 p.m. Free. Exhibitions by 
George Rammcll - Sculpture -
and George Dart - prints and 
paintings on paper open in the 
main gallcr~· accompanied with 
photographs of China taken by 
Mayor Tom Constable. in the 
lounge . Feb. 9- March o. Bby. 
Art Gal .. 6.144 Gilpin. Bby . 
291-9441. 
Arthur Baalam. the artist who 
paints with ~cissors. will exhibit 
his collage pictures from Feb. 
10-23 at Place des Arts. 166 
King George. Coq. 526-2891. 
The )Otlllg America~ author, 
critic, lecturer and scholar Ric-
hard Kostclanetz will give a 
lecture titled "Moholy-Nagy as 
Polyarti~t". Friday. Feb. I I , 8 
p.m. at the Van. Art Gal .. 11 45 
W. Georgia. Van., 682-5621. 
Free. 
English arti,t Granvill returns 
to Plat·e des Arts with the first 
exhbition in Canada to contain 
lithographs and ,·isual show as 
well as the regu lar canvases. 
Other worb b1· this artist can be 
seen at Gallen s;x and Gallery 
Twenty-t"·o. l'l:tcC' des Art~. 166 
King George. ( 'oq. 526-289 1. 
Ac(' G;tlkn. 1724 Davie St .. 
group ~ho1• •II contempl•rary 
pai n ting~. 
Alcxandc·r Calder Memorial 
Show. Atelier Galleries. 2267. 
W. 4ht. Van. 2t,J .. P IO. 
THEATRE 
J.tnu' l'hl·.ttr•· holds 01 cr 
"Our To,,n ... Feb. 7-12. 14-19. 
21-26 at 8:30p.m. 7 and 10 p.m. 
Saturd:11 ' · S..J.$.1. Reservations: 
669-09.11. David Y.H. Lui Thea-
tre .. IOJo Richard'> St .. Van. 
"King Lear". run'> to Feb. 19. 
Mon.-Fri. X p.m. Saturdays at 
4:Jil p.m .tnd 4 p.m. A we~k of 
special student m,atinee perfor-
mance" Feb. 21-2::. . Tickets from 
all VTC outlch. Pla.1 house. 575 
Beatty St .. Van. M'-1-5.161. 
Wcstcoast AL'ton. present 
''Merchant of Venice". directed 
by John Sichel featuring Antony 
Holland as Shylock. Feb. 11-12. 
14-15. 17- 19. 22-26 and March 
1-5. 8:30 p.m. Tickets $3.50 
Mon.-Thurs .. $4 Fri. and Sat., 
Van. East Cui. Ccn . . 1895 
Venables St .. Van . 254-9578 
Cultur-al Funk presents Valri 
Bromfidd in "You're Eating 
Out of the Dog'!\ Dish!", Sun-
day. Feb. 20. 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
Reservations advised! Van. East 
Cui. Cen., 1895 Ve"nables S.t.. 
Van. 254-9578. 
DANCE 
"Les Grands Ba llets Canad-
iens". Feb. 10-12. 8:30p.m. 
Tickets: $4-$7 from the Van. 
Ticket Centre (683-.1255) and all 
VTC outlets. QET. 
MOVIES 
Monday Night Movies pre-
sent Holl ywood Stars of t he 
Golden Era: Feb. 7: TEA; Feb. 
2 1: "My Man Godfrey" and 
Feb. 28: " It's a Wonde rful 
Life". All films begin at 8 p.m. 
$1.2 :'- VECC. IH45 Venables St .. 
Van. 254-9578. 
"School for Scandal". the 
classic comedy by Richard 
Sheridan. rune; to Feb. 12. 
Mon. -Fri .. 8:30p.m. Saturdays. 
7 and I 0 p.m. Tickets from all 
VTC outlets. Flll' info. l·all: 
687-5JIS. Arh Club Theatre. 
1181 Se~· mour St .. Van. 
"Cnnadian Skittish" run~ to 
Feb . 12. Noon hour: 12:15 
Tues. -Fri .. Evenings 8:30 p.m. 
Thur'>.-Sat. S.2. h>r info. call: 
688-701.1. Cit\' Stngc. 751 )'htlr-
low, Van. 
all invited to 
NEW CONSTITION FORUM 
Friday Feb II New _W~st 
4Rm Compl•x 4 p.m. 
come and see what 
your new constition will be 
.. . 
A slide allow on 
Cltlna 
will •e given Wednesday 
Fe•uary 9 at 7 oclo~lc 
Surrey roona 419 
IYIRYONI WIICOMI 
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KID STUFF 
Drnma Workshops for kids 
9-13 arc being offered at the 
York Thc<Ltre beginning Feb. 14 
for 10 weeks. $1 per session. 
Y()rk Theatre. 639 Commercial. 
Van. 25.1-4.191 . 
Canadian Books for Children -
a project created for the purpose 
of promoting the wnting. pub-
lishing. selling. and reading of 
children's books by Can-adians. 
For more info. contact: Canad-
ian Books for Children. Book 
aild Periodical Development 
Council. P.O. Box 6428. Station 
A. Toronto. Ontario M5W IX3. 
WORKSHOPS 
Playwriting competition-prize 
of $3.000 plus expenses Write to 
Ben Tarver. Dept. of Drama, 
University of Alberta. Edmon-
ton 
Writing · workshops for both 
adults and kids, $12/ I 0 weeks, 
I 
Kerrisdale and Dunbar com-
munity centres. For info. call : 
Donna. 731-1802. 
Movement Workshop: Con-
t,act Improv isation with Re: 
Union. Workshops from Feb. 
28-March 5. Registration at 40 , 
W. 23rd. Van. 876-2431. 
Pottery workshops with inst-
ructor Ruth Meeehan. Feb. 26, 
March 26, April 30. I I a.m. - 2 
p.m. Each session $5. Place des 
Arts. 166 King George, Coq. 
526-2891. 
Coq uitlam Artist , Bill Sclater 
will give a workshop on framing 
paintings, Feb. I I, 7 to 10 p.m. people; "A Dream of Sky Peo-
$3. Place des Arts. 166 King ple"-lndian legends of creation 
George. Coq. 526-2891. for all ages. Plays with work-
Drama Workshops for people shops attached are availab le for 
interested in working with chil- any school or library. Contact 
qren presented by Jabberwocky . I.N. Watts at 669-6642. 
Theatre. Feb. 19 and 26. "Writ- Women's Med ia Resource 
ing Your Ow_n Script" from materials, films, slides and 
childrens stories. 2 - 5 p. m . 2 video-tapes donated by ISIS 
sessions, SIS. each. Jabber- Women's Media Centre avail-
wocky Theatre for Children, 748 able through Douglas .College, 
Richards. Van. 669-6642. New West. 
H UMAN INTEREST 
Jabberwocky Touring Com-
pany is now taking bookings for 
plays: · "Listen to the Drum" -
Vancpuver People's Law 
School - free audio-visual tapes 
on Women and the Law. 610-207 
W. Hastings. 681-75.12 
IMMEDIATELY 
FOR : DOUGLAS COllEGE STUDENT 
SOCIETY 
PUB STAFF: PUB MANAGER 
BOUNCERS OR SECURITY GUARDS 
WAITERS/ WAITRE-SSES 
CASHIER 
BAR ATTENDANTS 
ADVEPTISING MANAGER FOR 
THE OTHER PRESS NEWSPAPER 
APPLICATIONS. CLOSE FRIDAy I 
February II ,1977 
for specifics or send resume to 
c -~Grout , BusineSS Manager 
P·O. Box 2503 
New Westminster, B·C· V3L 5B2 
~ ' • 
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Last semester an article appeared periodically in your paper 
with the I eading " LA FEMME FATALE". The meaning of La 
Femme Fatale should be explained. The initial meaning is that 
of a hot sexy "chic" but, as Shulamith Firestone points out in 
The Dialectic of Sex, there is an underlying meaning of a 
threat. 
This connotation holds a subtle meaning. The woman as a 
sexy or hot "chic" is placed, by definition, at a level where she 
has no power over her labeller. Her position is that of a sexual 
object therefore of no consequence to male society except as a 
disposable being. Now we get back to the underlying of La 
Femme Fatale. The threat can be deciphered as that of a 
vindictive, evil person or, in feminist terms, a threat to her 
oppressor, men. 
The term, La Femme, Fatale, was used at a certain time to 
title a woman who fitted the position. However this does not 
discard the term as a medium for our purpose. A little can be 
taken and applied to describe the position of many women 
today. We ;.rc .,een as holders of htrle power, in a male-defined 
world and obliviated into terms such as mankind, humanity, 
huma~ beings. Threat is perhaps over used·. A warning would 
be better suited. Women are not out to damn and destroy men 
but they are seeking equality through constructive means. It 
will be done, so it's a warning--not a threat. 
Stuclent raclio· 
under 
consideration 
Involvement with a province-
wide student radio network -
College Network of British Col-
umbia--is scheduled for consid-
eration later this month by 
Student Council. 
Representatives of CNBC, 
based at Langara, will meet with 
Student Council and represent-
atives of SFU's radio station, 
CKSF, who oppose the plan. 
CNBC would be transmitted 
to B.C.'s colleges through a 
semi-equalized, 5 kilohert 
phone line, according to Mi-
chael Shaw, co-ordinator of the 
oroiect. 
Programming would be decid-
ed by a board of directors, 
composed of representatives of 
each campus that CNBC would 
serve. 
In a telephone interview last 
week, Shaw said that aside from 
the Douglas College Student 
Council, students from BCIT, 
BCVS, VVI, and the King 
Edward campus of VCC have 
expressed interest. 
Student Council chairman ; 
Harris said last week he "likes 
the idea", but said he will look 
into the matter further before 
passing judgment. 
Aside from the cost of install-
ation, the monthly rental costs 
would amount to approximately 
$200 for all campuses, although 
Shaw admits "this is only a ball 
park estimate." 
Co-ordination of news pro-
gramming would be directed by 
the Savant, the journalism class 
newspaper at vee, and the 
radio would initially broadcast 
from 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., 
allowing only four minutes of 
:ommercial advertisisng per 
hour. 
Radio CKSF, the SFU radio 
station, had denounced the 
planned network as "blatantly 
rediculous" and a "waste of 
student's money." 
Business manager Scott Kel-
ler said in an interview last week 
that a student radio network is 
"a good idea, but this is 
definitely not the way to do it. 
It's a dead-end street." 
Station manager Chris Da-
browski agreed, saying that 
CNBC was a "temporary solut-
ion to a long-term problem." 
CKSF has been in the process 
of applying for an FM license for 
over a year now, and the FM 
proposal is scheduled to be 
presented for ratification at a 
general meeting of SFU stu-
dents in two weeks. 
"Taxpayers pay for these 
colleges and universities and 
it's about damn time they heard 
what's going on,'' Dabrowski 
argues. "It's nice to play "pre-
tend" radio, but the students 
aren't going to benefit from 
that." 
i ; 
Rentalsman needed 
· -Rankin 
"We will never be in a 
situation when we wi)l not need 
a rentalsman." Vancouver al-
derman Harry Rankin said in 
New Westminster Wednesday 
night. 
Addressing a full house at the 
public library. Rankin accused 
the Landlord and Tenant Act as 
being "a disaster under the 
present government." 
''They, the government are 
philosophically opposed to tak-
ing a political line on controls,'' 
he said. "and have presently 
eroded the Landlord and Tenant 
Act." 
Rankin spoke about the his-
tory of the Act, and said it was 
placed in statute because the 
people needed some kind of 
protection against the decline of 
housing. 
"Why? Housing is one of the 
basics, and along with fo~d and 
shelter make up the essentials. 
The rest are frills,'' Rankin said. 
In Vancouver 54 per cent are 
tenants, up one per cent over a 
year ago, the other 46 per cent 
can own their own homes after 
paying loans over thirty-forty 
years. 
Rankin said the first rent 
controls were a federal act 
during WW II. When the war 
ended, the act was passed down 
to the provincial level who in 
turn handed it down to munici-
pal governments. 
A three-man rentalsboard was 
set up in Vancouver and then 
the NDP passed the Landlord 
and Tenant Act which Rankin 
described as 'centralized.' 
"It was overly centralized," 
Rankin said. "Someone in 
Student 
MONTREAL (CUP)--A second 
year Concordia University 
commerce student says he was 
set up in a move by immigration 
officials to have him depo1"ted 
because they say he stole an 
employment visa. 
"On Sunda:-· . .Jan. 16. Patrick 
S1Yab\· wa<; served with a notice 
for deportation by immigration 
oftic·ia ls followlllg his arrival al 
Monrrcal's Dorval airport. 
A 11:t!in: of Nas~au. Bahamas. 
Swah1 was to receive his new 
studt·nt -.1~a to a !lend Concordia 
for rh, ~ c nll1d term upon ' rre-
scntar inn of his old visa. finan -
cial papers and letter of accep-
tance from the university--all in 
his possession. There is no 
Canadian consulate in the Ba-
hamas which can make the 
technical arrangements before 
foreigners arrive in Canada. 
S11 ab.r wa~ detained at Dorval 
following immigration's dcci~­
ion that he was not a bona fide 
~tudt· nt. Written contirmation of 
S11 ;1h1 ·· ~ good ~tanding 11 ilh the· 
UlllllT~it.1· wa~ rL'l'C' ivccl by offi · 
, · ial~ dl•' fnlln11 ing day. hut lw 
wa~ ~chcdukcl to rl'lurn homt· 
on a Tuc~dav flight anyw;11·. 
Prince George would have to 
phone Barry Clarke in Vancou-
ver if they had a problem.'' 
Rankin called for a better 
structural setup and_outlined 
problems of court formalities. 
He suggested a court for rental 
griefs where people could go 
after work and speak for them-
selves. "It has to be simple, 
quick and expeditious." 
"It is not as simple as one 
group against one group. One 
tenant affects one landlord; one 
landlord can affect 100 ten· 
ants." 
He said the declining vacancy 
rate for years was blamed on 
everything, "including Bruce 
Yorke and myself''. 
''In fact it is very complex. 
Inflation, and not wages, but the 
cost of land developers buying 
and selling is the main source," 
he said. · 
"Ten people own most of the 
land to build houses in the 
Lower Mainland. And they are 
big corporations!" 
"There is a . 7 per cent 
vacancy rate in Vancouver, 
maybe more elsewhere in the 
Lower Mainland, but nobody 
can afford these expensive con-
dominium or bachelor suites. 
''The Rent Review Commission 
was established on a 10 per cent 
compound rate, but landlords 
are charging tenants 12 per cent 
on repairs such as stairs, roofs, 
or painting. 
"And the dumb Rental Re-
view Commission has not the 
intelligence to inform tenants of 
their rights,'' Rankin added. 
Many people in the audience. 
who were in the over 50 year old 
category, complained about in-
creases in washers and dryers 
and T.V.'s. Rankin pointed out 
that that is what the 10.6 per 
cent "is all about". 
Asking what they could do 
Rankin told of the need to 
organize. " Tenants need a voice 
like landlords need a lobby in 
Victoria and there is a lot more 
of you than them," he said. 
' 'The one difference is the 
apartment owners are more 
organized." 
One lady said she started a 
tenants' organization in 1971 
but it dwindled off. "People do 
not think they need a tenants' 
organization .because of the 
rentalsman." 
Other people · spoke of trying 
to start groups but found people 
not interested (what do they call 
it? Apathy). One person did tell 
of succes~ among his apartment 
block when the tenants grouped 
together to oppose an unfair 
increase in rent. 
The Westminster Community 
Legal Information Centre, who 
organized the meeting, offered 
their help as resource people. 
They are a non-profit organiz-
ation located at 455 Columbia 
Street New Westminster. They 
provide free information and 
assistance to those with legal 
problems. 
The next in a series of Free 
Public Legal Education Classes 
will be on Income Tax, Tuesday 
Feb. 22. For more information 
give a call: 524-0381. 
Set• up-Deported 
Asked why the unh·: rsity 
failed to step in when Swaby 
was to be deported. Dean of 
Studcnr~ Magnu<; Flynn said. 
"We were assured that his 
deportation had nothing what-
soever to do with university 
papers. That documentation 
was all in order ... l am prepared 
to go to court to certify his 
university involvement.'· 
Overseas student advisor 
David Chan echoed Flynn's 
statement, adding that all the 
university papers were provided 
for immigration and that "we 
don't interfere with immigration 
... we told them that Patrick was 
a good student." 
According to Chan. when the 
university inquired about Swa-
by's detention, a Sgt. Boucher 
responded that "as far as school 
is concerned he's okay. He's 
being sent h?me for a matter 
which only Patrick knows 
about." 
~wab~· wa~ held at the airport 
inn for questioning and on 
Tuesday morning still had not 
been returned to the Bahamas. 
His friend~ from the black 
student union at Sir George 
campus contacted the Black 
Community Central Administ: 
ration of Quebec (BCCAQ) to 
find legal aid. 
Following the intervention of 
BCCAQ lawyer. Juanita West -
moreland Traore. legal papers 
were drawn up for Swaby's 
release and he posted $300 
bond. He was released from 
immigration at Dorval on Wed-
nesday.Jan.l9at6p.m. 
Community development aide 
Ver Jackson of the Black Com-
munity Administration said 
Swaby's papers were all in order 
and that even after his official 
letter of acceptance to Concor-
dia was delivered immigration 
offficials chose "to ignore it." 
Jackson explained that Mr. 
Daig1 .cau!i. n.:giPnal director of 
immigration. said "This young-
ster is under order of deportat-
ion for having stolen an em-
pl.oyment visa.'· 
When asked where Swaby 
could steal such a visa when he 
was unner s·urveillance and 
who's employment visa he stole, 
"Daigneault bet·ame very flus-
cont'd. on page 11 
books 
Obsolet~ railway 
in perspective 
by Collin Gribbons 
julius Lukasiewicz. The Razlway Game: A Study' 
in Socio-Technological Obsolescence. Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1976. 302 pages (paper), 
$4.95 
It doesn't take an academic to tell anyone that Canada's 
railways are technologically obsolete, and have been left to rot 
by a federal government committed to road and air transport. 
The message was driven home quite clearly to this writer, who 
takes the train regularly, and was recently a prisoner for 
Thirteen hours aboard a regularly-scheduled CN run on the 
300 mpe trip between Toronto and Ottawa. 
And it doesn't take the average shipper, who uses CN or CP 
express, long to learn that the service is slow and unreliable. 
What Carleton University Professor Julius Lukasiewicz does 
in his recent book, The Railway Game, is put the problem in an 
historical and political perspective, and for this alone, his book 
makes a valuable contribution to the debate on the role of the 
railways in Canada's total transportation picture. 
The federal government has never really had a well-devel-
oped national transportation policy. Nowhere is this shown 
more clearly than in the history of the Capadian railroads, 
from their birth to their recent history of decay. 
Railways in Canada were never built to be economically 
viable in the first place. Throughout their history, they have 
needlessly duplicated services and, thanks to the rationale for 
their development, provided slow and inefficient transport. 
Thanks to a century of misguided transportation policies, a 
potentially valuable transportation system is gradually being 
abandoned, and the future does not look bright. 
Lukasiewicz is the first to write a popular history of the 
railways and exactly what has gone wrong through their 
history. He details the gross mistakes made by the federal 
governments, past and present, in developing a transportation 
network for Canada. The railways themselves, of course, are 
not blameless. Lukasiewicz criticizes the companies for their 
poor record in technological innovation, efficiency and safety. 
To some extent, of course, the railways are the victims of 
misguided or non-existent transportation policies, and the 
Carleton engineering professor is quick to point tltis out. 
His solution? Nationalize the entire railway network to. 
consolidate operations into one efficent system, and electrify 
the routes used most heavily. 
That, of course, is not all that is needed to provide a fast, 
efficient railway system. Lukasiewicz blames the present 
federal government for providing patchwork solutions rather 
than acting decisively to provide an integrated transportation 
system for the country. Former transport minister Jean 
Marchand, for instance, would candidly admit that Canada's 
transportation system was in a mess, but would propose little 
or nothing to straighten it out. 
So the railways stumble along, and the people of Canada are 
the losers. Lukasiewicz explains why freight operations are 
inefficient and slow. He suggests a large-scale propgram of 
capital investment in the railway system. And he exposes the 
government's highly-touted experiments to provide fast 
passenger service between Montreal and Quebec City, as a 
sham. The "experiments" have already been tried and proven 
elsewhere and the new ''fast'' trains, at an average speed of 
75 m.p.h. rather than 55, will do little to take business away 
from the private car or the airplane, he says. 
Unlike the fashionable media critics, the Carleton professor 
does not romanticize about Canada's railways. Lukasiewicz's 
book is no nostalgia trip. Instead, he points out that an entire 
transportation system is being bypassed and totally wasted. 
For this, readers of the book will be indebted to Lukasiewicz. 
One can only hope that, during the coming Canadian 
Transport Commissian deliberations on rationalizing Canada's 
rail service, his views will be well-heeded. In an age of energy 
shortages and increasing transportation cost, Canadians can ill 
afford to do otherwise. 
theatre 
Shakespea·re- as he'd like it 
Gwen Odland 
Between my Theatre and 
English classes during my last 
two years at High School, I was 
constantly told that there is no 
need to go any further than 
Shakespeare's words in produ<;-
ing one of his plays. The lines 
say all there is to say. and 
though the attempt may be 
made to do something "new" 
with them. one is till led back to 
the original lines. Shakespeare 
had always known exactly what 
he was writing. and who was I to 
try re-arranging his interpretat-
ion? 
Ever -;inn:. I have tried to find 
a straight. company production 
of one of Shakespeare's pieces, 
but evcr~·onc was trying to add 
some new dimension to the 
script. rather than simply pre-
senting Shakespeare in his onw 
form. Last Tuesday I got to see 
that form- full view. 
The following will simply be 
some quotes on the decisions 
made by the Director. Philip 
Hedley. and designer Cameron 
Porteous. for the Playhouses' 
production of King Lear. 
Hedley: "We have tried to 
listen to the play. We've tried 
not to get in the way between 
the text and the audience ." 
lilm 
Porteous : "In my first discus-
. sion with the director ... he want-
ed no props other than what was 
absolutely necessary. He want-
ed the actors to create the sound 
(of thunder in the storm scenes) 
with thundersheets and he 
wanted the actors to create the 
characters. not. small props and 
costumes.·· 
The list now consists of: 
-one 24 ft . ~hag carpet (circular) 
-one throne: 
-seven thundersheets; 
-one cart; 
-two stools; 
-two rings holding lights; 
-and odds and ends of props. 
The concept of the storm: 
Porteous: "The storm is impor-
tant to the play because it 
occupies five scenes and this 
torm. if taken above the literal 
level. is actually the storm in 
Lear's mind. It is an image of 
madness .' · This storin is por-
trayed incredibly well. 
The basic costume consists of 
a top in velour with matching 
chords. in pale colours. Al-
though the most striking things 
are the cape!>: "capes woven in 
simple box weave" says Port-
eous. but what he fails to 
mention. that is in the program, 
is tliat the twelve Lear cloaks 
were woven from IS yards of 
scrap felt. lines with three 
yards of melton cloth. They 
were woven on 14 x 6 frames 
built in the scene shop. Each 
· cloak weighs twenty-five 
pounds. Other costuming con-
sists of: the use of gold and fur. 
Porteous explains the use of 
these: "what I have done is try 
and capture tleeting moments, 
fragments. pieces of images 
that capture essences of pre-
Christian times" as "it's quite 
evident the play takes place in a 
pre-Christian society ... '' 
The cast consists of Powys 
Thomas as Lear. Thomas is the 
director of the Playhouse Acting 
School. and is backed by an 
impressive sixteen member cast 
--five of which arc students of 
the School. If these students are 
a solid indication of the quality 
of the School. it is certainly 
worth looking in to by students 
who wish to continue .Theatre 
training. 
The entire production was 
done tastefully and with, ob-
viously, a great deal of thought. 
It was in fact a prc!>cntation of 
Shakespeare. and you can't do 
him any better than that. 
Smal.l Change: still . the same 
Gord lsfeld 
"Children are always in a 
state of grace. They fumble 
through life, get hurt, but they 
bounce back." 
French director Francois 
Truffaut has been fascinated by 
the world of children for some 
time. 
He first expressed this inter-
est in the 1959 film, 400 Blows -
a film of child delinquency and 
neglect. 
In his new film, Small 
Change. Truffaut again ·enters 
the realm of the child. With this 
up-dated version he enables us 
to see that, though the times 
and surroundings are different, 
the struggles of children to 
become masters of their own 
lives never change - "small 
change''. 
Truffaut and Suzanne Schiff-
man have written a screenplay 
that could have been written by 
the child-stars themselves. 
The story line is much the 
same as most of the "growing 
pains" films - The Summer of 
'42, American Graffitti-innocent 
pranks, inquisitive sexuality, 
and culminating in an all-en-
lightening tragedy. 
The tragedy in Small Change 
comes when the ultimate in 
helplessness-child battering and 
abuse--is exposed. 
The adult can see what is 
happening to himself and can 
get up and start again, says one 
of the school teachers in the 
film, "but the child is helpless .. 
When I was a child I could 
hardly wait to grow up". 
There is pain in everyones 
childhood-important or not, all 
problems are big to a child-and 
it is rewarding to look back on 
these years and realize what has 
made your adult life what it is. 
J't, t t.• • o l 
KE TSTATE 
by Daniel W. Lindley 
CoUege Press Service 
(CPS)--Kent State. 1977. Forty 
demonstrators. mostly members 
of the campus Revolutionary 
Student Brigade. are picketing 
outside the offices of the school 
paper. protesting an editorial 
which has condoned the execut-
ion of convicted murderer Gary 
Gilmore. 
Jeannine Gutterman. editor 
of the Dally Kent Stater, 
staunchly surveys her oppo-
Student!. ''" Kt.·al Stall~ Common mal.,· uh~ccnc gestures 
towards guardo;mcn. 
uuard.,mt.•n pnll'f'ed In" ani<; <iludents behind tear gas. 
Aftt.•r the ''"'"ling, o;tud~nl!> aid one of llw '"IUIHkd while 
guardsmen louh 011 
) . . . 
..,t t ' • • 
'< 411 
Students !-.{'111'1 _, fur Cu\ t.' in par"ing lm .llll ing ll_,e shooting. 
nents. 
"Those people outside will 
picket anything that's picket-
able.'· she observes wearily. 
"We're just going to let them 
picket. The weekend's coming 
up. and they'll be gone by 
Monday." 
Nearly seven years ago at 
Kent State. May 4. 1970. a 
series of increasingly frustrated 
anti-war demonstrations which 
had included numerous injuries, 
tear-gassings. and the burning 
of an ROTC building. culminat-
ed in ':l bloody battle between 
students and the Ohio National 
Guard. which left four students 
dead and nine wounded. 
Now, while parents of the 
slain and wounded are appeal-
ing an August. 1975 court 
decision which absolved Ohio 
Gov. James A. Rhodes, former 
university president Robert I. 
White. and 27 National 
Guardsmen of guilt in the 
shootings. the campus has 
changr:d; but May 4 is remem-
bered. 
Even a~ observers see the 
majority of ~tudents becoming 
politically apao he tic and return-
ing to their booL- in preparation 
for careers. the May 4 Task 
Force continues to' stage a 
24-hour vigil each year on the 
anniversary of the killings. 
·'The last noisy rally we had 
was three years ago when Jane 
Fonda spoke, .. says Bob Hart, 
chairman of the organization. 
·Last May 4. though the univer-
sity administra-tion refused to 
suspend classes for the day, 
over half of the 18,000 students 
boycotted school and a few 
thousand marched through the 
town of Kent and back to the 
commons where the shootings 
occurred. 
"It was very peaceful. very 
quiet. really eerie," observes 
the editor of the Kent Stater. 
A 'lieutenant lrom the local 
police department attributes the 
lack of violence subsequent to 
the shootings to the excellent 
organization of the Task Force. 
Students at Kent State these 
days. he feels, are less radical 
and are ''resorting to conven-
tional means of change." The 
average Kent Stater is no more 
rowdy than the average member 
of the surrounding populace . 
drug intake remains about the 
s:~me as in 1970, and the 
campus is quiet and "operating 
as normally as other American 
universities.'' he reckons . 
There has been a degree of 
student concern voiced over two 
recent developments. Author 
Peter Davies. who wrote The 
••• 1977 
Truth About Kent State, and 
Robby Stamp. one of the May 4 
wounded. have both donated 
their papers that deal with the 
day's events to the Yale library 
rather than to Kent State. In a 
second de~· elopment. the ad-
ministration plans to begin con-
struction this spring of a gym-
nasium which will cover part of 
the field where the killings took 
place. 
Davies and Stamp gave their 
papers and artifacts (Stamp's 
bundle includes a pair of pants 
with a bullet hole in one leg) to 
Yale because they said Kent 
State librarians wonld not agree 
to keep the documents from 
government agencies. Davies 
said that Yale provided "instant 
information, security, forms, 
and applications and procedures 
showing how people would have 
access." 
Though some students claim 
that Kent State administrators 
did not even want the papers 
because they are obssessed with 
down-playing the brutal epi-
sode, which apparently has had 
an adverse effect on enrollment, 
the Kent State archivist says 
that "we try to collect every-
thing we can on the event that is 
significant.'' The archivist ne-
gotiated with Davies for eight 
months, and then left it to 
Davies to call him back. Two 
years later, the papers went to 
Yale. 
Tony May, who handles Kent 
State's public relations, says 
that he "was· not aware of the 
librarians' and archivist's activi-
ties. Neither was anyone else 
here on the executive level. We 
can't help it if our archivist does 
not have an aggressive person-
ality." 
The gymnasium, he contin-
ues, will cover only a fraction of 
the one-time football field where 
the students were shot. Though 
around 75 students appeared at 
a trustees' meeting to protest 
the building. ground for the 
edifice will be broken this 
spring, says May. 
"The gym will be for personal 
kinds of activities such as tennis 
and weight-lifting. It won't even 
be built over the area where the 
students were slain." he con-
tends. 
Still, student leaders appear 
to be upset! and a petition drive 
is underway to halt construct-
ion; however, few seem to 
believe that the petition will 
have any effect. 
"It's hard to tell what they 
(the students) are interested 
in," the Task Force chairman 
muses. "They don't seem to 
care much about national polit-
ics or even about campus issues 
such as tuition hikes.'' 
"Everything's changed," the 
editor of the local paper in Kent 
concurs. "We see a revival of 
the Greek atmosphere, with 
fraternities and sororities. The 
memory of May 4 is still alive 
amongst the townspeople, and 
there still are some who make 
sure we don't forget. Though 
they'll never forget the shock of 
martial law, more people are 
venturing on to the campus for 
cultural events.'' 
Meanwhile, the Task Force 
goes to classes and talks with 
people who for the most part 
were in junjor high during 1970. 
Though the speakers attending 
the annual May 4 vigil may be 
fewer and may talk more softly, 
Bob Hart believes that the 
e,vent might become a tradition. 
"People may have been on 
different sides of the issue 
politically, but morally they 
agree." 
....£...---
h ' .. 
Kathy a Ia Netfsen 
A big regression here from last weeks deep probing of the 
mind to this obscure trivia crossword puzzle. 
ACROSS 
1. textbook prices* 
2. we sometimes breathe 
3. coffee from caf. machines 
4. tuition 
5. amin dada 
6. this puzzle is 
7. hawaiian island 
8. athletic country 
9. game played during History 110 
DOWN 
1. student fees* 
2. ape-like ancestor 
3. my favorite mineral 
4. latin word for sleepwalker 
5. toujours 
6. these letters go 
7. a thing exists so it 
8. 20th letter in the alphabet six times 
9. you - en francais 
• both 1 across and 1 down are '' outgrageous'' 
*both 1 across and 1 down are "outrageous" 
F£nd the moral Game 
This is the story of Dick, Jane and the Mountain. One day, 
Dick and Jane, who were very much in love, went mountain 
climbing . Jane was tastefully dressed in a two-tone ensemble 
and Dick was looking rather dapper in his Swiss climbing 
sborts. 
Up and up they climbed, this being their chosen course of 
action, when suddenly 2,000 tons of snow came crashing 
down on their craniums. 
cont'd. 
tered and said that was the story 
and that was all he had to say." 
according to Jackson. 
s ,,ahy ~aid he had "no reason 
in mind why he wa~ being held 
beside\ the fa ct of the need for 
written confirmation'' of atten-
ding Concordia . 
The officer would leave for IS 
minute~ returning to resume the 
questioning procedl!res. Swaby 
was watched continuously from 
a window behind him and a 
remote control camera on th~ 
ceiling. he said. He was reading 
a textbook and took a form from 
the desk in front of him to mark 
the page. 
Swaby alleges that immigra-
tion officials saw him take the 
paper from the desk. When he 
was told he could leave he 
dropped his book in his travell-
ing bag and started out. The 
officials asked him for his text, 
he says. and asked if he knew 
what the paper was and that it 
was \\ orth $100 on the black 
market. Swaby was accused or 
trying to steal an application for 
a work visa. but denies the 
chaq:~cs. 
Jack~on ~tand hy Swaby's 
story and says she had "no 
reason to disbelieve him ." She 
explained ''he had been there 
since Sunday. Where would he 
get tl)i~ thing '! Why should this 
boy decide to do this? They in 
their Kojak-like manner, decid-
ed he wa~ coming to work.'' 
Jackson continued: "Very of-
ten someone picks up something 
on a de~k. Did he come into this 
country deliberately to steal 
something worth $100? He had 
been deported on Sunday night. 
then why would they go to all 
this trouble \\ith the work 
application '! He was definitely · 
set-up.·· 
Swaby had not been physical-
ly deported but had received his 
deportation papers and so was 
technically deported. 
When contacted. immigration 
officials said they refused to 
believe Swaby's explanations. 
However, they were not at 
liberty to give the facts because 
the case is pending in federal 
court. Swaby's lawyers could 
not be reached for comment. 
Jackson explained that "this 
is only the tip of the iceberg. In 
Patrick's case, we oon't see any 
indication that there was any 
reasoning for what immigration 
did. 
"This ha_ppcns all the time. 
All these things are done in 
secret. There are a lot of 
unanswered questions .·· 
WHOLE EARTH 
MEDIA DECIDED LABOR 
PRO:I'EST WOULD FLOP 
TORONTO (CUP)--In reading 
newspaper accounts of the Oct.-
ober 14 national day of protest, 
Canadians might have learned 
more about the class interests of 
the commercial press than about 
the significance of the protest 
itself. according to the Canadian 
News Synthesis Project. 
·1 hi" i'> the 1st in a series of 
Ctl'll !' "" Comments. If approa-
ch<!d by a weary-eyed photogra-
pher: reporler don't shy away. 
Claire Brisl'O, a student at 
Richmnnd campus. says her 
main l't!mplaint about Student 
Counc·il 1-. that they haven ' t put 
on ctwugh dances. 
She daim'i tu have seen little 
evidcnl'l: of a student govern-
ment at Richmond campus, or 
for that matter. at any campus. 
Claire ·s favorite newspapers are 
the Natton;tl Enquirer. the 
Watchtower, and the Pinion . 
(two out of thrcc ain't bad . hch 
hch .l 
Dave Danyluck, a first sem-
ester business student at New 
Westminster campus, says that 
up until now he wasn't even 
sure there was a student gov-
ernment. He says they shoula 
instigate a promotional program 
to make students aware that 
they have representat;:m. 
He says council should spend 
money on more student services 
rather than waiting for students 
to approach Council for money. 
Dave wishes that Student Coun-
cil would spend some money on 
the installation of a music 
system in the New Westminster 
cafeteria. 
We need your input. If ya really 
\\aut In have input come to the 
Othl:'r Press Newsroom · cafe-
teria New West Campus. 
Gert Van Niekerk, P.E. in-
structor at New Westm11tster 
campus. says the Student 
Council has done a good job in 
its support of the lntramurals 
program , and that the program 
represent s "money well spent." 
He says the main problem 
with Council is the lack of 
continuity. and suggests that an 
orientation for prospective 
members be held before they 
run for office. 
"Too many people have run 
for office. not knowing what is 
involved. and then quit after 
only a short period on Council," 
he said. 
Nanc_y Champagne, a former 
student rep from Surrey cam-
pus. say!> "they haven't done 
much in the way of dances and 
other activitic!>. Considering 
what little they have accom-
plished . they sure have paid a 
lot ol money in wages . I'm sure 
they all have good intentions 
and ideas. unfortunately it's 
difficult for any of them to be 
carried out.·' 
Pat Johnson photo 
"". -· 
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Welcome back to another semester of eating, etc. For those 
of you that are new to the Hungry Student: this is a column 
devoted to students who enjoy food , drink, and merriment, 
even when on a student's budget. This semester I hope to 
continue reviewing eating places and am relying heavily on a 
good response from students. Thanks for an enthusiastic 
response last semester! 
I hope to feature students' recommendations often , so 
please write me a note recommending good places to go eat 
lor places to avoid. You can write me c/o the Other Press 
th'e New West campus, or get a hold of me personally . 
THE STUDENTS ' CHOICES 
JO-ANNE'S CAFE 
7675- 6th Street (off lOth), Burnaby 
RECOMMENDED BY HELEN ELIAS 
This restaurant, operated by George and Patrick Melles-
moen, offers homestyle prepared food at reasonable prices . 
The atomsphere is casual and the food is excellent. 
You will have to get there early if you want to try thetr 
pastries: cinnamon buns at 25 cents (delicious!) and lemon pie 
at SO cents . 
Unfortunately this restaurant is only open until 4:00 p.m. 
THE FOODSMITH 
3566 West 4th Avenue (berween Collingwood & Dunbar 
Phone: 734-2929 Proprietor: Cathy Smith 
RECOMMENDED BY JEAN BUZAN 
The Foodsmith features " Fine Home Cooking," and has a 
different meal each evening at a fixed price. They are a new 
restaurant, open since October, and their hours are 5:30 on 
from Wednesday through Sunday. Jean highly recommends 
The Foodsmith: 
''They seat about 40, the decor is pleasant, and the food is 
absolutely A-1 -real home cooking. Average pt:ice is about $6 
for soup , main course and dessert . There is wine and beer 
available at reasonable prices, including by the glass . It is very 
popular with UBC students and I know there are lots of 
Douglas students who eat out in Vancouver, too." 
And even if you don't live in Vancouver, 1t' s a tnp really 
worth making . 
DIAL-A-SNACK 
8th Street and 4th Avenue 
New Westminster 
Students have warned me that this establishment is really 
low-rate. To quote one girl , it's "really shitty , the pits ." The 
ftsh and chips are frequently burnt to a crisp, and you pay 
$3 .85 for 3 very thin , small pieces of ftsh. 
the other press 
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We knu" 'ou didn't see it so here's a close-!_lp! 
The Douglas College Rugby 
Club played three league mat-
ches at Queens Park last Satur-
day and came away with a win, a 
tie and a loss. 
In the 3rd division game in 
the morning , Douglas went 
down 18-3 to B.C.l.T. The latter 
club dominated play completely 
in the first half to take a 
commanding 18-0 lead . The 
second half saw a tremendous 
improvement in the _Douglas 
team as they in turn camped in 
their opponents half. Although 
Douglas only scored 3 p9ints on 
a field goal by Gary Cherwaty. 
their second half play was most 
encouraging for this basically 
Are you interested in Intra-
murals? Sign up for the follow-
ing activities. 2 on 2 Basketball, 
5 Pin 'Bowling . Floor Hockey. 
Ice Hockey. Curling . Underwat-
e r Hockey. Duplicate Brid ge. 
Free S\\'im for Douglas College 
Student~ at the Canada Games 
Pool 
Monday 
7:30 · 9:00 a.m. 
10:00 - I :OOp.m. 
3:00- 5:00p .m. 
5:30- 8: .10 p.m . 
Inner Tube Water Polo 
If you like to get wet and you 
like to have fun bu t you don't 
want to swim, then come and be 
a part of the Douglas College 
lntramurallnnertube Water Po-
lo Team. This is strictly FUN--
non-competitiv·e. Six people per 
tea m . Jo in now and ma ke a 
splash with your friends. 
Rugby Teams Win, Tie and Lose 
intxperience::d learn . Particular-
ly outstanding for Douglas were 
Ray Harris. Dave Longman, 
Gordon Ridgewell and Gary 
Cherwaty. 
In the second division game 
again s t Richmond , Douglas 
dominated the first half but 
missed out on several excellent 
scoring opportunities .. Conseq-
uently . they were ahead by only 
7-0 at the half on a field goal and 
touchdown by veteran Brian 
McAdam. The second half saw 
Douglas· make several element-
ary errors allowing Richmond to 
tie the score at 7-7 . This was one 
Douglas should have won .. 
In the first division game 
Douglas played superb textbook 
INTRAMURALS 
Wri s t Wrestling. Darts , Flag 
Football. Volleyball, Badmin-
ton . Frizbcc. Soccer, and Inner-
tube Water Polo. For further 
information contact the Intra-
mural offi ce at Local 287 . 
Tuesday 
7:30 - !L10 a .m. 
10:00 · 3:00 p.m. 
8:30 - 10:30 p.m . · 
Wednesday 
7:30 · 9:00a .m. 
10:00 - I :00 p.m. 
8:JO - 10:30 p. m. 
ROLLER SKATING PARTY 
Thursday Feb . 24th will mark 
the night of another first for 
Douglas College. A night that 
will match the fun and ex-cite-
me nt of the D.C. volleyb.a ll 
tournament. Yes, you guessed it 
- Douglas College's first roller 
ska ting party. Bring a friend or 
come by yourself but don't miss 
rugby to defeat Richmond by a 
score of 15-3. Not one of the 
Douglas players could be fault-
ed in this outstanding perfor-
mance as the team, working like 
a mchine, ran the Richmond 
team ragged. On the basis of 
this performance, Douglas will 
be tough to beat this spring. 
Scorers for Douglas were Russ 
Laurie and Joel Schmidt with 
one touchdown each and Burt 
Kirby with a touchdown and a 
45-yard field-goal. 
Next week the first and third 
teams travel down to play 
Chukanaut Bay, while the sec-
ond team takes on Port Coquit-
lam. 
lnnertubc Water Polo will be 
starting this Monday , Feb. 7 at 
3:00p.m. at the Canada Games 
Pool. This activity will be every 
Mo nda y . Make a team of 6 
people and have fun . 
thursday 
7:30 - 8:30 a .m. 
10:00 · 1:00 p.m. 
8:30 · I 0:30p. m. 
Friday 
7:30 · 9: 00 a .m. 
11 :30 - l :OO p.m. 
8:00- 10:00 p .m . 
·this gala extravaganza . 
Tickets will be going on sale 
shortly on all four campuses. 
Prices are SO cents with a D.C. 
student card and $1.50 without . 
Skating starts at 9:00 p .m. and 
will go till II :30 p.m. a t the 
Stardust in Surrey. Hope to see 
vou a ll there ! 
/ 
